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THE ROLE OF THE ADSORBED OXYGEN AT THE  

CONDUCTIVITY OF INDIUM OXIDE FILMS 

Thin In2O3 films have been received by a thermal oxidation of thin in-

dium films, formed by a DC magnetron sputtering method.  Deposition of 

indium films was carried out on the vacuum universal post VUP-5M. The 

indium films were precipitated on the single-crystal silicon wafers coated 

with dielectric layer epitaxial SiO2, Al2O3 and muscovite mica. Indium films 

were oxidized in a muffle electric furnace in the non-isothermal regime: 

heating to a temperature of 500-600 ºC for 60 minutes and annealed in iso-

thermal mode at 500 ºC and 600 ºC for 60 minutes. The phase structure, 

morphology of a surface has been investigated by methods of electron dif-

fraction using TEM H-800 and SEM S-806. The DC conductivity of In2O3

films and the temperature dependence of conductivity were measured in a 

vacuum of 10
–2

 Pa with the aid of a V7E-42 electrometer.  

The investigation was performed by method of cyclic thermal desorp-

tion based on the fact that the conductivity of In2O3 films depends on the 

concentration of adsorbed oxygen which can be decreased by heating a sam-

ple. The specific conductivity e depends on the absolute temperature T as 

described by the equation 

σ = σ0exp(-Ea/kT), 

were e0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the conductivity activation ener-

gy, and k is the Boltzmann constant.  

Analysis of electron diffraction patterns shows that the only identifia-

ble crystal phase in the process of oxidation and in the oxide films is a cubic 

phase with a polycrystalline structure of In2O3. The indium films are charac-

terized by grain structure with a particle size from 10 to 70 nm, the bulk 

(80%) accounted for the interval from 15 to 50 nm. The formation of oxide 
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film on a silicon substrate is accompanied by a decrease in the amount of 

fine particles and increased the content of particles of larger size, the bulk of 

which (~ 80%) are in the range of  20–55 nm, with the maximum in the 

range of 30–35 nm. 

X-ray photoelectron spectrum of indium is characterized by the pres-

ence of two spectral lines with binding energies of 444.4 and 452 eV due to 

multiplet splitting of the 3d level. The chemical shift of the line In 3d5/2 in 

the oxide film relative to the In
0
 (reference data for the average binding 

energy of 443.5 eV) is 0.9 eV, which can be attributed to the state of In
3+

(change in the binding energy of the oxidation of In, In2O3, by reference da-

ta, is +0,8-1,2 eV). 

Temperature dependence of the conductivity (Fig. 1) shows that the 

conductivity of indium oxide films increases as the desorption of oxygen.  

Figure.1.  Temperature dependence of the conductivity of films in vacuum In2O3  

on cooling from temperatures of 120° (1), 140° (2) and 160° C 

Activation energy of conductivity is not changed and its value is set to 

10 meV. Therefore, increase of conductivity, which is associated with a de-

crease in the concentration of adsorbed oxygen, due to the fact that oxygen is 

adsorbed  by carrier scattering centers. Reducing its concentration results in 

increased charge carrier mobility. This effect could be of practical use to 

create adsorption-resistive oxygen sensors 

The structure, phase structure, morphology of a surface and a mechan-

ism of conductivity received films have been investigated by methods of 
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electron diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy.   The temperature dependence of the conductivity of these 

films was measured at a constant oxygen concentration using of the method 

of cyclic thermal desorption. The conduction mechanism is proposed based 

on the results of research. The obtained results can be used in microelectron-

ic sensors. 
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� �����(��4 4�����* ���+&(���0���.�� � /���0����4 �&@

��016�2� ��&0� /��4)60���), /���/���(�* �����'0� /���0�4), 

&������)� & ��2��������4 �'�+��57�* &���). ���0������ '��.��-

(��.�* �����), ��7�&(� � �(4�&-��� /���&,���( �� &�@( +��0������

�(,���� /��4)60���), /���/���(�*, � (�' �� �(����(��6�, 2����

���2�(�0�* ��+(�����2� &2������. ���2���� &��2���� 2��5��, �&'�-

/��4), &�/��������(&� �)���&�4 � �(4�&-��+ 5 40��. (. +20�'�&0�2�

2���, &��������� '�(���2� �� �)��6��* 2�� &�&(��0��( 0,08 %. 

���������� �����), ��7�&(� � �(����(��6�, 2���, ���2�(�0�*

��+(�����2� &2������ ����&�( �( ��2��������&(� (�/0���. "�0� ��-

2�������� �(4�&-��) ��(�(���&/��(�4 &�&(��0��( 39 %, 8(� /���0�4�

���&(���(&� �&@ ��016� � &���� & ��/���)��)4 +��0������4 ��(�-

(���&/��(�), &���&(�.  

� ��&(��7�� ���4� &+7�&(�+5( ��&'�01'� �01(����(�� ������+

– 8(� 2������ (�/0��� � 80�'(��4���0�.  	���'� 2��, � �(0���� �( ���-

����, 4���( /����&(� ' &��1����4+ ���)�+ /�� +(��'�, ���� 0�(�

&�������2� 2��� /�� �&/������ /�����7��(&� � 250 0 2����������2�. 

��' � 2������ (�/0���, 80�'(��4���0� �4�5( ��� ����&(�('��: ��01-

6�� &(��4�&(1 80�'(����&(��; '���('�* /����2 � �2���������� &'�-

��&(1; ��016�� ���4� /�0��* /��������'� �''+4+0�(���; ����,���-

4�&(1 4���(1 ��(���5 '���)� (�� 2���. ��8(�4+ ������ �� &�2����6-

��* ���1 ��0��(&� &�4)4 ��&(��������)4 ����4 (�/0���.  

��� &2������ (�/0��� � .�0�����, ���2�(�0�* ��+(�����2� &2�-

����� �����+5(&� (�'&���)� ��7�&(�� – �'�&1 +20����� (�� 10 %), +2-

0��������) (�� 3 %), �'�&1 ���(� (�� 0,5 %), �01��2��) (�� 0,03 %) �


